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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to provide quantitative data analysis tools for characterization of
tool marked surfaces to improve the scientific basis of toolmark identifications. The
methodology used will be an integrated approach that combines surface characterization using an
optical profilometer to enable development of advanced visualization techniques to analyze and
simulate striated surfaces. Specifically, thisresearch was to develop a methodology whereby a
three-dimensional (3-D) computer simulation of a tool tip is generated. This “virtual tool” can
then be used to produce “virtual toolmarks” - a series of predicted markings where the applied
force, twist of the tool, and angle of attack of the tool tip can be varied. Quantitative 3-D data
from the suspected tool and evidence toolmarkwas acquired and a virtual reality program
developed that takes this data and reconstructs a “virtual tool”for computer manipulation to
create “virtual toolmarks”. Since the “virtual tool” can be manipulated to produce a range of
markings, the exact parameters required to obtain the best possible match to the actual tool mark
can be found. Duplicate marks based on these results can then be statistically compared and
ranked on the basis of quantitative measurements.
The developed software includes four major parts: (1) automated noise reduction for 3D data of
both tools and real marks directly coming from an optical profilometer; (2) arbitrary virtual
toolmark generation for any given tool; (3) easy to use software graphical user interface (GUI)
for data visualization, manipulation, interaction; and (4) integrated computer-based objective
comparison algorithms to provide statistical measure of a pair of toolmarks.
Initial experiments were based on statistically analyzing 6 different tools sampled from the 50
sequentially manufactured screwdriver tips, and 34 actual toolmarks made by a qualified
toolmark examiner using a special jig. These scans were carefully cleaned to remove noise from
the data acquisition process and assigned a coordinate system that mathematically defines angles
and twists in a natural way. Using the virtual tookmark generation method, virtual marks were
made at increments of 5 degrees and compared to a scan of the real tool mark. The previously
developed statistical algorithm performs the comparison, comparing the similarity of the
geometry of both marks to the similarity that would occur due to random chance. Finally, the
method informs the forensics examiner of the angle(s) of the best matching virtual mark,
allowing the examiner to focus his/her mark analysis on a smaller range of angles and twists.
Experimental results were very promising. In a preliminary study with both sides of 6 tips (and 6
x 2 x 13 = 156 virtual marks) and 34 real marks, the method can distinguish matches from nonmatches with only a few false negatives reported (i.e. matches mistaken for non-matches). For
matches, it can also generally distinguish between marks made at high and low angles with good
prediction.The experimental data indicated that angle for the real mark predicted by the virtual
mark could often be achieved to within five degrees of the actual angle.
In summary, the question posed as the goal of this study, “can a manipulative “virtual” tool be
made to generate “virtual marks” for quantitative and objective toolmark characterization?” has
been answered in the affirmative given the right conditions. Factors affecting the correct
identification include the quality of the marking, suitable noise cleaning techniques, suitable
virtual mark making approach, and the suitable statistical routine. Moreover, this method
presents a unique opportunity to improve tool mark analysis by saving examiners’ time and
reducing the possible damage to evidence.
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Executive Summary
This project has sought to answer the following question: Can a manipulative “virtual” tool be
made to generate “virtual marks” for quantitative and objective toolmark characterization? In
other words, can it be said that toolmarks obtained from a “virtual tool” yields characteristics that
are unique enough to that tool (and only that tool) to enable matching of the virtual toolmark to
actual toolmarks to allow an objective identification algorithm to be employed for identification
purposes? Providing answers to these questions based upon quantitative techniques rather than
subjective analysis removes uncertainties raised by the 1993 Daubert decision, which created a
higher standard for federal courts to accept expert witness testimony. The new standard calls for
scientific knowledge with a basis in the scientific method to be the foundation for testimony of
expert witnesses (in this field, toolmark examiners). Thus, development of a method of analysis
that reduces the subjective nature of comparative evaluation and provides statistical confirmation
of a match, with known error rates and confidence intervals, is desirable. The scientific method
involving observation, hypothesis formation, hypothesis testing through experimentation, and
result analysis was followed in this study. The research sought to directly link a tool to its
resultant tool mark in a quantifiable way, providing information concerning the manner in which
the mark was made. Additionally, the methodology employed allows a statistical analysis to be
made of the nature of the match between the mark and the tool that provides probabilities and
error rates for the best match as opposed to when other tools are substituted. Thus, the current
research reinforces statistical efforts involving measurement of consecutive matching striations
in placing toolmark identification on a sound scientific footing.
This study involves the development of a “virtual tool” to generate “virtual marks” for toolmark
characterization. In this study, the following two hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis 1:

A 3D simulation tool can be generated and manipulated to create “virtual
marks” that match with “real marks” made by the same tool under the same
conditions (e.g. angle, twist, and force).

Hypothesis 2:

The virtual tool mark generation technique can be used to effectively and
objectively characterize the tool marks.

The experimental design consisted of (1) making marks with a series of ostensibly identical
screwdriver tips acquired previously; (2) obtaining 3D topography information from both
screwdriver tips and toolmarks using a non-contact optical profilometer; (3) preprocessing the
raw scanned 3D data including automated noise reduction and edge trimming; (4) developing
manipulative tools for virtual toolmark generation; and (4) comparison of virtual marks with real
marks using a statistical algorithm.
The Ames Lab/Iowa State University team has fifty sequentially produced screwdriver tips that
were obtained from Omega Company and used by Mr. Jim Kreiser, former firearm and toolmark
examiner for the State of Illinois to create toolmarks. In this study, sides A and B of 6
screwdriver tips were used to mark lead samples at angles of 45º, 60º, and 85º using a jig to
maintain the selected angle for the toolmark as closely as possible. The Alicona Infinite Focus
Microscope (IFM), a non-contact optical profilometer based on focus variations, was used to
measure surface roughness on all toolmarks at 10X spatial resolution. The spatial resolution is
1.6 µm per pixel. The edges of the actual screwdriver tips were scanned at 45º by the same
optical profilometer to generate 3D representations of the tips.
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A computer software algorithm takes the raw scanned files and cleans the noises coming from
the scan for further analysis. A software algorithm takes the cleaned real marks, and generates
real trace marks perpendicular to the striations. The trace data consisted of surface height (z) as a
function of distance (x) along a linear trace. Another simulation algorithm takes cleaned
screwdriver tips, manipulates them, and then produces virtual trace marks for specified
parameters (etc. twists, angle, and force), and at exactly the same spatial resolution as the real
marks. This is because the analysis algorithm we employed had the assumption that the values of
z are reported at equal increments of distance along the trace and that the traces are taken as
nearly perpendicular to the striations as possible. The algorithm then allows comparison of two
such linear traces. All these algorithms are integrated into a graphical user interface (GUI) for
interactive manipulation and visualization.
A statistical algorithm, developed previously by Max Morris of the Ames Lab/Iowa State team
and funded by National Institute of Justice, was employed to validate the virtual tool mark
characterization technique. Validation depends on the ability to provide some measure of how
well the generated virtual mark duplicates an actual mark produced under a controlled set of
conditions. The data examined in this analysis are two types of trace data: the virtual mark (VM)
and the real mark (RM). The VM trace data are the type of data that are created virtually by the
virtual tool at a specified condition.
Briefly, the algorithm determines matching along one-dimensional profilometer data traces (z vs.
x) where the values of z are reported at equal increments of distance along the trace and the
traces are taken as nearly perpendicular to the striations as possible. Such was the case for the
data files available from the Virtual Tool (VT) and VM data files of this study.
The algorithm first goes through an Optimization step to identify a region of best agreement in
each of the two data sets. The correlation coefficient (R-value) of this region is determined. The
algorithm then conducts a second step in the comparison process called Validation, where
corresponding windows of equal size are selected at randomly chosen, but common distances
from the previously identified regions of best fit. The assumption behind the Validation step is
that if a match truly does exist, correlations between these shifted window pairs will also be
reasonably large because they will correspond to common sections of the tool surface. In other
words, if a match exists at one point along the scan length (high R-value), there should be fairly
large correlations between corresponding pairs of windows along their entire length. However,
if a high R-value is found between the comparison windows of two nonmatch samples simply by
accident, there is no reason to believe that the accidental match will hold up at other points along
the scan length. In this case rigid-shift pairs of windows will likely not result in especially large
correlation values.
The correlation values computed from these segment-pairs can be judged to be “large” or
“small” only if a baseline can be established for each of the sample comparisons. This is
achieved by identifying a second set of paired windows (i.e. data segments), again randomly
selected along the length of each trace, but in this case, without the constraint that they represent
equal rigid-shifts from their respective regions of best fit.
The Validation step concludes with a comparison of the two sets of correlation values just
described, one set from windows of common random rigid-shifts from their respective regions of
best agreement, and one set from the independently selected windows. If the assumption of
similarity between corresponding points for a match is true, the correlation values of the first set
of windows should tend to be larger than those in the second. In other words, the rigid-shift
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window pairs should result in higher correlation values than the independently selected, totally
random pairs. In the case of a nonmatch, since the identification of a region of best agreement is
simply a random event and there truly is no similarity between corresponding points along the
trace, the correlations in the two comparison sets should be very similar.
A nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-statistic is generated for the comparison. Where the
correlation values of the two comparison sets are similar, T1 takes values near zero, supporting a
null hypothesis of “no match”. If the correlations from the first rigid-shift sample are
systematically larger than the independently selected shifts, the resulting values of T1 are larger,
supporting an alternative hypothesis of “match”.
Analysis of the data, then involves simply looking at the resulting T1 values to see if any
particular hypotheses tested is supported by the data. Values at or near 0 will support the null
hypothesis, i.e., there is no relationship between the comparison pairs. A non-zero value says
there is a relationship, the greater the separation from 0 the higher probability of a “match”
actually existing.
Initial studies based on scanned data directly coming from the optical IFM system were found
unsuccessful even with significant effort of post processing the raw data. The major reason found
was noise due to the difficulty of optically scanning screwdriver tips because of their surface
specularity, and the sharp angle involved between the two faces of interest (around 90 degrees
between two faces). It is precisely these same characteristics that cause problems when using a
laser confocal measurement method. Therefore, investigations were made to improve the
scanning quality. Further studies showed that adding more lighting sources to properly
illuminate the screwdriver tips is vital to the success of the research project. Yet, the raw tip
scans still contained noise, though at a lower level more easily tolerated by the statistical
software algorithm, especially after an automated routine was developed that cleaned the data
before further analysis. In addition, due to the limitation of the optical IFM profilometer and the
high angle around screwdriver tip edges, this research found that scanning the screwdriver tips at
an angle of 45 degrees (i.e., both surfaces make a 45 degree angle with respect to the optic axis
of the instrument) will result in the best quality data, which was then used for all tip scans.
Optically scanning the actual real toolmark was found straightforward since the surface is close
to being flat.
The basic principle behind this tool mark simulation is to take the projection of the tip geometry
in the direction of tool travel and identify the highest points on that projection. The highest
points will scrape the deepest into the plate material, so they are responsible for leaving the
observed striae.
Clearly, this approach is quite simple and ignores several complexities of mark making including
material properties of the tool and plate, forces, plastic vs elastic deformation, and the possibility
of partial markings. These phenomena can be very difficult to control and account for in a
simulation. Since this is a first approximation, the assumption of complete geometry transfer
from the tip to the plate was made. Hence, the effects of the specific forces and deformations are
treated as insignificant since the geometry seems likely to be the strongest signal in the mark.
Although this method is quite simple in principle, the scale of the geometry simulation required
makes it complex to carry out on the computer. Each tip data set at the 10x magnification level
used in this research contains more than 9000×1000 = 9 million points. Projecting and
determining the edge of such a large amount of data on the CPU would take a long time.
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Therefore, the Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) and its OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) are
used to build the simulation in order to take advantage of the parallel capabilities of the
computer’s Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Dividing the geometric computations among
theshaders, a computer program that runs on the GPU to do postprocessing, drastically reduces
the computation time required and makes virtual mark generation feasible on a standard
computer in a reasonable period of time.
To efficiently create virtual marks, a special “virtual camera”was created that looks straight
down upon the flattened edge of the screwdriver tip data. This camera records the distance to the
points that it sees rather than their color; it is a depth camera formed from an advanced computer
graphics tool: an OpenGL object known as a depth buffer. This depth camera is easy to configure
and control because they are virtually created. The virtual camera was configured as an
orthographical projection (like a real camera attached with a telocentric lens) such that no
geometry distortion was introduced; the pixel size of the camera was precisely chosen to be the
same as the spatial resolution used for the real mark capture; the orientation of the camera was
chosen to reflect the different twist and angle effects on mark making; and the field of depth was
controlled to simulate the different force applied during the mark making procedure. Finally, the
virtualmark was created by looking at each cross section of the virtual depth image along the
direction that the virtual tool intends to move and to make marks; examining the deepest point
along each line; and creating the depth as a function of spatial distance. Since all these process
are done virtually and in parallel on GPU, the virtual marks can be created quickly.
A graphical user interface (GUI) was also developed to integrate all these tools into a package
such that minimum computer skills are required to operate and evaluate the techniques
developed. This GUI was designed using Qt. The window is divided into three widgets: tip (top),
plate (middle), and statistical comparison (bottom). The tip and plate widgets feature 3D
representations of the file geometry on the left side. For these views, the geometry is downsampled by a factor of 6 to improve graphics speed and performance. Users can left click and
drag on the geometry to translate it, and a Qt-provided trackball model allows users to intuitively
rotate the geometry with right click and drag. The scroll wheel allows users to zoom in and out.
Users can double-click on the realmark (or plate) view to interactively select a cross section of
real mark data for comparison. Users can view the geometry in one of four modes by clicking the
buttons immediately to the left of the geometry views: shaded, wireframe, textured, and heightmapped. Textured mode overlays the 2D texture from the Alicona onto the 3D geometry. A fifth
viewing mode is provided for the tip widget which shows the tip geometry projected in the
direction of tool travel; this mode helps users understand the mark generation process.
The right sides of the tip and plate widgets provide plots for profile data. The plate widget
provides the name of plate file and a box for changing the selected column. The tip widget
provides the name of the tip file and boxes for editing the desired tip rotation for mark
generation. Users can click the adjacent button to create a virtual mark; when the mark is
complete, users can click on the virtual mark tab to see the view. This trim view presents the
recommended end points from the edge detection algorithm as the left and right sides of a purple
box and allows users to interactively change these end points. Moreover, the trim view features a
flip button that flips the virtual mark to compensate for a plate scanned backwards.
For both the tip and plate widgets, the statistics plot tab provides a view of the trimmed and detrended mark. De-trending is the process of fitting a first-order line to the data with linear least
squares and then subtracting this line from the data; it is an essential preparatory step for the
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statistical comparison. Once the user clicks the calculate button in the statistics widget, purple
windows pop up on both statistics plots denoting the locations of the search windows.
Initial experiments were based on statistically analyzing sides A and B of 6 different tools
sampled from the 50 sequentially manufactured screwdriver tips and 34 actual toolmarks made
by a qualified toolmark examiner using a special jig. These real toolmarks were made at angles
of 45°, 60°, and 85° with the horizontal (6 x 2 x 3 = 36 real marks; two 45° marks were
unavailable at the time of the study). The tip scans were carefully cleaned to remove noise from
the data acquisition process and assigned a coordinate system that mathematically defines angles
and twists in a natural way. Using the virtual tookmark generation method, virtual marks were
made at angles with the horizontal of 30°, 35°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 60°, 65°, 70°, 75°, 80°, 85°,
and 90° (6 x 2 x 13 = 156 virtual marks) and compared to scans of the real tool marks. The
previously developed statistical algorithm performs the comparison, comparing the similarity of
the geometry of both marks to the similarity that would occur due to random chance. Finally, the
method informs the forensics examiner of the angle(s) of the best matching virtual mark,
allowing the examiner to focus his/her mark analysis on a smaller range of angles and twists.
Experimental results are very promising. In this preliminary study, the method could distinguish
matches from non-matches with only a couple false negatives (i.e. matches mistaken for nonmatches). For matches, it can also generally distinguish between marks made at high and low
angles with good prediction.The experimental data indicated that the matching angle might not
be perfectly the same as angle as the mark was made at, but is very close. These slight
discrepancies could be caused by the real toolmarks ostensibly being made at a particular angle
actually being slightly different from the desired angle value due to slight deflection of the tip
during the mark making process and/or slightly non-flat lead plate used for making the mark.
In summary, the questions posed as the goal of this study, “can a manipulative “virtual” tool be
made to generate “virtual marks” and can those marks be used for quantitative and objective
toolmark characterization?” have been answered in the affirmative given the right conditions.
The results of this developed method support the conclusions of traditional tool mark analysis
based upon observation and experience, giving them a firmer statistical background. Factors
affecting the correct identification include the quality of the marking, suitable noise cleaning
techniques, suitable virtual mark making approach, and the suitable statistical routine. The noise
of the raw data directly obtained from an optical profilometry cannot be too large on the edges to
ensure the success of the developed methodologies, and thus special care shall be given to this
step. Moreover, this method presents a unique opportunity to improve tool mark analysis by
saving examiners’ time and reducing the possible damage to evidence.
The software package developed uses module-based strategies, making it easier to change some
modules. The GUI was developed with Qt, and the programming language used is C++. The
software was designed in such a way that it can operate on mobile computers (e.g., a laptop) with
standard hardware configurations. A further study involves development of an all-mobile system
for toolmark and firearm examinations is of considerable interest. The intention of making this
software package free and open source once it matures could benefit the whole community at
large.
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I.

Introduction

I.1: Statement of the problems
This project has sought to answer the following question: Can a manipulative “virtual” tool be
made to generate “virtual marks” for quantitative and objective toolmark characterization? In
other words, can it be said that toolmarks obtained from a “virtual tool” yields characteristics that
are unique enough to that tool (and only that tool) to enable matching of the virtual toolmark to
actual toolmarks to allow an objective identification algorithm to be employed for identification
purposes? Providing answers to these questions based upon quantitative techniques rather than
subjective analysis removes uncertainties raised by the 1993 Daubert decision, which created a
higher standard for federal courts to accept expert witness testimony. The new standard calls for
scientific knowledge with a basis in the scientific method to be the foundation for testimony of
expert witnesses (in this field, toolmark examiners). Thus, development of a method of analysis
that reduces the subjective nature of comparative evaluation and provides statistical confirmation
of a match, with known error rates and confidence intervals, is desirable. The scientific method
involving observation, hypothesis formation, hypothesis testing through experimentation, and
result analysis was followed in this study. The research sought to directly link a tool to its
resultant tool mark in a quantifiable way, providing information concerning the manner in which
the mark was made. Additionally, the methodology employed allows a statistical analysis to be
made of the nature of the match between the mark and the tool that provides probabilities and
error rates for the best match as opposed to when other tools are substituted. Thus, the current
research reinforces statistical efforts involving measurement of consecutive matching striations
in placing toolmark identification on a sound scientific footing.
I.2: Literature citations and review
In the sixteen years since the 1993 Daubert vs. State of Florida decision, increasing attacks have
been aimed at firearm and tool mark examiners by defense attorneys via motions to exclude
evidence based on expert testimony. Such motions claim that the study of tool marks has no
scientific basis, that error rates are unknown and incalculable, and that comparisons are
subjective and prejudicial. These motions misstate the true nature of firearm and tool mark
research in a number of ways. The claim that scientific evidence is lacking in tool mark
examinations ignores the numerous studies that have been conducted, especially in the area of
firearms [Biasotti, 1959; Bonfantis and DeKinder, 1999a, 199b; Biasotti and Murdock, 1984], to
investigate the reproducibility and durability of markings. These studies have shown time and
again that while matching of cartridges cannot be universally applied to all makes and models of
guns using all types of ammunition, the characteristic markings produced are often quite durable
and a high percentage can be successfully identified using optical microscopy, a fact supported
by a recent report from the National Academy of Sciences [NAS Report, 2008]. While error
rates are unknown, and that the statistical probability of different guns having identical markings
has not been established, it must be understood that establishing error rates and probabilities in
the area of tool marks is fundamentally different than in an area such as genetic matching
involving DNA. When considering genetic matching, all the variables and parameters of a DNA
strand are known and error rates can be calculated with a high degree of accuracy. This is not
the case in tool marks where the variables of force, angle of attack, motion of the tool, surface
finish of the tool, past history of use, etc. are not known or cannot be determined, and the
possibility for variation is always increasing as the population under study continues to increase
and change. For practical purposes, this may indeed mean that realistic error rates cannot be
completely characterized. However experiments based on sequentially manufactured tools may
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lead to useful approximations and/or bounds, and such studies are underway [Faden et al. 2007;
Chumbley et al., 2010].
The proposition that tool marks must necessarily have a quantifiable basis is the principle upon
which the Integrated Ballistics Imaging System (IBIS) developed and manufactured by Forensic
Technology, Inc. for bullets and cartridge cases operates. IBIS uses fixed lighting and an image
capture system to obtain a standard digital image file of the bullet or cartridge case. The contrast
displayed in the image is reduced to a digital signal that can then be used for rapid comparisons
to other files in a search mode. The latest version of IBIS uses the actual surface roughness as
measured by a confocal microscope to generate a comparison file [Bachrach, 2002]. The results
are displayed in a manner analogous to a web search engine, where possibilities are listed in
order with numbers associated with each possibility. An experienced tool mark examiner must
then review the list of possibilities to make a judgment as to whether a match does, in fact, exist.
In instances where a match is declared, it is quite common for the match not to be the first
possibility displayed by IBIS, but to be further down the list. In other words, while the
analysis/algorithm employed by FTI produces the numbers associated with each match, these
numbers carry no clear statistical relevance or interpretation related to the quality or probabilityof-match of any given comparison [NAS Report, 2008].
In recent studies researchers at Iowa State University (ISU) have developed a computer-based
data analysis technique that allows rapid comparison of large numbers of data files of the type
that might be produced when studying striated tool marks [Faden et al., 2007; Chumbley et al.,
2010; Baldwin et al., 2004]. In these studies sequentially manufactured tools have been used to
produce tool marks, which are then characterized using various means to yield a data file
consisting of quantitative measurements. A major aim of the research has been to construct welldefined numerical indices, based upon the information contained within the tool mark itself, that
are useful in establishing error rates for objective tool mark matching. While this error rate may
only be practically achievable for a particular set of experimental conditions, it should serve as a
benchmark error rate for subsequent studies. Experiments involving comparisons of samples
obtained from a single tool to each other, and to samples produced from other similar
sequentially manufactured tools, show that the analysis can fairly reliably separate sample pairs
that are known matches from the same tool from pairs obtained from different tools [Faden et al.,
2007; Chumbley et al., 2010]. Additionally, the index provides a means of calculating estimates
of error rates within the specific setting of the tools studied. It is interesting to note that while
the computer algorithm developed at ISU works very well, it still falls short of the proficiency of
an experienced tool mark examiner [Chumbley et al., 2010].
The studies cited above involve comparisons of marks produced from either sequentially made
tools or marked bullets fired from similar guns. In all instances the comparisons are of marks to
marks, i.e. a connection is inferred to exist between the marked surfaces and the tool that
produced them. While this assumption is believed to be a valid one, in the current era of court
challenges and newspaper reports it would seem advisable that work be undertaken to provide a
more direct link between a tool marked surface and the tool which produced it. This approach
has a significant advantage in that it establishes a direct link between the mark and the suspect
tool. Additionally, if a connection between a specific tool or weapon can be established in
quantifiable terms, error rates and probabilities can be established between the suspect tool and
similar tools.
The research described below outlines a program that seeks to directly link a tool to its resultant
tool mark in a quantifiable way, providing information concerning the manner in which the mark
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was made. Additionally, we anticipate that the methodology employed will allow a statistical
analysis to be made of the nature of the match between the mark and the tool that will provide
probabilities an error rates for the best match as opposed to when other tools are substituted.
This proposal was based on initial experiments that have already been conducted, and many
potential problems have already been encountered and overcome.
I.3: Statement of hypothesis and rationale for this research
This study involves the development of a “virtual tool” to generate “virtual marks” for toolmark
characterization. In this study, the following two hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis 1:

A 3D simulation tool can be generated and manipulated to create “virtual
marks” that match with “real marks” made by the same tool under the same
conditions (e.g. angle, twist, and force).

Hypothesis 2:

The virtual tool mark generation technique can be used to effectively and
objectively characterize the tool marks.

These hypotheses were tested using the procedures outlined below.
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II.

Method
ds

II.1: Non
n-contact 3D
D optical prrofilometer
The Alicona Infinite Focus Micro
oscope (IFM
M), shown inn Figure 1, w
was used to ddigitize the 3D
geometry
y of both thee tips and thee tool marks.. The IFM caaptures the ssurface topollogy using aan
operating
g principle known
k
as foccus variation
n or depth froom focus/deffocus [Alicoona, 2012;
Bolton-K
King, 2010]. This techniq
que is based on the focall plane inherrent in any ooptical system
m.
Objects at
a the focal distance
d
from
m the opticall detector wiill be in sharp
rp focus in thhe resulting
image, whereas
w
objeccts closer or farther away
y from the ddetector will be slightly bblurred in thhe
image. In
n the Aliconaa IFM Modeel G3, the sample is placced on a preccision stage tthat
mechaniccally moves it up and do
own (in and out
o of focus)) relative to the detector. Tracking tthe
sharpness of the featu
ures and the displacemen
nt of the stagge allows thee IFM to meeasure the heeight
of the feaatures along with their 2D
D color textu
ure.

Figu
ure 1: Photo
o of the Alico
onaInfiniteFo
Focus Microsscope (IFM)
M was chosen
n for investig
gating tool tips early in 22008. For her master's thhesis researchh,
The IFM
Kidd [20
007] tested th
he ability of a wide varieety of 3D meeasurement ssystems to caapture the
geometry
y of screwdriver tips. Iniitially, she ussed the AlicoonaMeX triaangulation sooftware to
compute the depth frrom pairs of Scanning Ellectron Micrroscope (SEM
M) images oof the tips takken
ments containned too mucch noise for fforensic anallysis.
at varying angles. However, thesse measurem
The stylu
us profilometer had difficulty measu
uring along thhe edge of thhe tip and reequired physical
contact with
w the tip for
f measurem
ments (which
h is undesiraable since it ppotentially aalters the
evidence). The laser optical interrferometer haad difficultyy staying apppropriately fo
focused on thhe
sample, and
a thereforee its measureements also contained a large amounnt of noise. P
Penetrating ddye,
confocal florescence, and x-ray tomography
t
all failed duue to inabilityy to resolve the tool tip
striationss due to its stteep angles (close
(
to 90 degrees). Reepresentativees at Aliconaa were able tto
successfu
ully capture the surface patterns
p
on one
o of Kidd'ss screwdriveer tips using the IFM, whhich
played a large role in
n its selection
n.
Moreoveer, at that tim
me the IFM outperformed
o
d the 3D connfocal microscope in its ability to
measure steep angless. Bolton-Kin
ng et al. [2010] demonsttrated that thhe confocal m
microscope,
que, could not
n detect thee transitions between thee land-engravved
unlike the focus-variation techniq
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areas and
d groove-eng
graved areas on the NIST
T standard bbullet. The coonfocal techhnique at the time
was limitted to a max
ximum surfacce angle of 70
7 degrees ddue to its num
merical apertture, whereaas the
focus-varriation techn
nique could achieve
a
meaasurements oof surfaces att close to 90 angles to thhe
detector. Similarly, th
he confocal technique would
w
have hhad difficultyy measuring the
approxim
mately 90 deg
gree angle of the screwd
driver tip. Foor this reasonn, the IFM w
was chosen too
perform this
t research
h. In the futu
ure, as Bolton
n-King et al.. [2010] infeerred, the connfocal technnique
may improve and beccome a betteer choice forr this type off research.
II.2: Noiise reduction
n
3D data analysis
a
starrts with acqu
uiring 3D datta from physsical sampless. Often, thee 3D raw datta
coming from
f
an opticcal profilom
meter contain noises, makking it difficuult for furtheer analysis.
Specificaally, we are processing
p
and
a analyzing
g 3D data off screwdriveer tools and m
marks scanned
by the IF
FM. Since thee screwdriveer tips are sh
hiny with steeep angles (cclose to be 900 degrees), tthe
measurem
ment results are full of noise
n
that mu
ust be signifiicantly reducced [Zhang eet al., 2009]..
In this stu
udy, the screewdriver tipss were measu
ured at 45-ddeg. by the IF
FM, which w
was found too give
the best quality
q
and the
t most reliable scans; and
a the markks were also scanned by the same IF
FM,
both at 10x resolution
n. The softw
ware provided
d by Aliconaa requires ann extremely time-consum
ming
procedurre to clean up
p the noise manually;
m
an
nd due to the huge size of data produuced by the IIFM,
e.g., apprroximately 5 GB per fram
me in *.Obj file format, commerciallly available geometry
processin
ng tools such
h as Maya, GSI
G (Geomettry System IInc), Solidwoorks, failed tto handle such
data. Thu
us, a new meeans is needeed for efficieent processinng of such 3D
D geometry data.
Two metthods were in
nvestigated in
i this researrch: (1) deveelop softwarre algorithmss to
automatically clean the
t noises on
n the raw datta; and (2) opptimize the IIFM setup suuch that highhest
possible data can be acquired.
II.2.1: Au
utomatic noiise reduction
n software allgorithm
Figure 2 shows the raaw data of a screwdriverr tip scannedd by the Aliccona IFM, w
which clearlyy
shows that the noise (spikes) is su
ubstantial an
nd the desireed signal (thee profile of tthe screw driver
tip) is hid
dden in the noisy
n
surroun
ndings. To process
p
thosse extremelyy noisy data,w
we developeed the
following
g automated algorithms. For any meeasurement ppoint (i, j) off a 3D scan, iit contains xij, yij,
zij coordiinates and th
he texture (co
olor) informaation. Wheree, iis the row
w number, annd j the coluumn
number. For a given row, i = i0, the
t relationsship betweenn the z coorddinates and thhe x coordinnates
is approx
ximated as an
n n-th order polynomial,, that is,
n

z (x)   ck x k ,

(1.1)

k

Figure
F
2:Raw
w measuremeent result off a screwdrivver tip withouut additionaal lighting
m the measu
urement poin
nts
here, from

and

( j = 1, 2, … N), ck iss estimated uusing the leasst

square allgorithm. On
nce the polyn
nomial functtion is obtainned, the diffe
ference betweeen the
approxim
mated data an
nd the actuall data is calcculated, if thee difference is beyond a given threshhold
(th), this point is marrked as bad point
p
and eliiminated, nam
mely,
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| z (xi j )  zi j | th yields

(i0 , j) is bad.
0

(1.2)

0

Figure 3(a) shows a typical row data with significant amount of bad points. Because the
horizontally the screw driver tip is relatively flat, a 1st –order polynomial is used to approximate
the data points, which is shown in the red curve. Figure 3(b) shows the difference between the
measured data and the approximated result. If a threshold of 80 µm is used, the data points below
the lower red line or above the topper red line will be treated as bad and should be eliminated. It
can be seen that if the proper
threshold is chosen, almost all the bad pointsth can be removed.
th
300 row

300 row

800
Raw data
Fitted Curve

200

Difference data
Threshold

600

0
-200

 z (m)

z (m)

400

-400

200
0

-600

-200

-800

-400

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
x (m)

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
x (m)

(a) 300th row fitting with 1st order polynomial (b) Difference between estimated and raw data
Figure 3:Fit the data line-by-line by polynomials horizontally
Similar operations are applied to the remaining good points vertically line by line. Because the
vertically the screwdriver tip is not flat, a 9th-order polynomial was found to be appropriate to fit
the curve. Figure 4 shows the corresponding to the plots of 2000th row. It clearly shows that the
9th order polynomial well represents the curve, and a threshold of 25 µm is sufficient to
eliminate most of the bad points. After this operation, more bad points are removed and the data
is further cleaned.
Figure 5(a) shows the result after removing all bad points. In this figure, removed bad points are
depicted as black areas. This figure clearly shows that most of the bad points (spikes) in Figure 2
are successfully removed. It should be noted that the same threshold is used for all horizontal
lines (vertical lines), and the same order of polynomial is used for all horizontal lines (vertical
lines). However, leaving the holes in the geometry is not desirable for future data processing.
Next, we will explain the
method used to fill in those removed points. th
th
2000 column

2000 column

-150

150
Difference data
Threshold

-200

100

-250
-300

50
 z (m)

z (m)
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(a) 300th row fitting with 9th order polynomial (b) Difference between estimated and raw data
Figure 4:Fit the remaining good data point line-by-line by polynomials vertically
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(a)
a) Cleaned data
d
before hole
h filling
(b) Cleaneed data with hole filling
Figurre 5:Final ressults after ap
pplying the nnoise reducttion algorithhm
To fill in
n those remov
ved bad poin
nts, the remaaining good ppoints are ussed to generate polynom
mials
line-by-liine vertically
y and horizo
ontally. The bad
b points aare then replaaced with thee value
calculated by the polynomial fun
nctions witho
out touchingg the good pooints. Figuree 5(b) showss the
result after processin
ng. All spiky bad points are
a removedd, and the proofile of the sscrewdriver ttip is
well reprresented.
To verify
y the influence of this processing alg
gorithm, the difference im
mage betweeen the raw 3D
data and the resultantt 3D data is calculated point
p
by poinnt. Figure 6 sshows the pllot of a typiccal
cross secctions, 300th row and 2000th column
n, respectiveely. It clearlyy shows that the differennce
image co
ontains mostlly the spiky noisy pointss while remaains the goodd points untoouched.
More exp
periments deemonstrated that by prop
perly selectinng the order of polynom
mials and the
threshold
ds, almost 10
00% bad points are found
d and eliminnated withouut significanttly affecting
good points. In addition, this proposed algoriithm is very fast, it only takes approximately 6
seconds to
t process 46
656×1028 daata points with a dual coore 2.66GHzz Pentium 4 C
CPU Dell
Optiplex 330 desktop
p computer. Based upon
n experimentts, a conservvative threshhold of 100 μ
μm
was chossen for both the
t rows and
d the column
ns and used ffor all of thee screwdriveer tips in this
study.
300th row

2000th column

800
300
0
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200
0
400
 z (m)

 z (m)

100
0
200
0

-100
0

-200

-200
0

-400
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0

0
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0
0
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000 4000 5000 6000 7000
x (m)

200
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800 1000 1200 1400 1600
0
y (m)

(a)
( 300th row
w depth diffe
ference
((b) 2000th coolumn depthh difference
Fig
gure 6:The cross
c
section
n of the differrence betweeen the raw ddata and the final data.
II.2.2: No
oise reductio
on by improv
ving raw scaans
m the originnal scans usinng
Howeverr, our study showed
s
that even after cleaning
c
up tthe noise from
the aforementioned noise
n
reductiion algorithm
m, it was diff
fficult to use a virtual toool for toolmaark
characterrization becaause the noissy points are artificially ffilled in, whhich may nott truthfully
representt the physicaal characterisstics of the screwdriver ttips. Therefoore, a significant effort hhas
been dev
voted to imprroving the sccanning quallity itself beffore any posst processingg.
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To impro
ove the scan quality, in addition
a
to th
he lighting c oming throuugh the lens of the IFM, four
fiber optiic lighting caables, each pair
p lit by a 150
1 W whitee light source, are equallly positionedd
around th
he screwdriv
ver tip during
g scanning to
o provide moore neutral llighting withh fewer specuular
highlightts. Figures 1 and 7show these
t
additio
onal lights.T
The goosenecck lights werre not on in tthe
Figure 7((a) so one caan see what the
t setup is, as the lightss are a bit bliinding whenn the scan is set
up to run
n as shown in
n Figure 7(b)). Basically, we had the tip set up inn the desired angle in thee
holder an
nd had the ho
older sitting flush with th
he back of thhe stage. The tip was cenntered
underneaath the objective lens cho
osen (in thesse pictures itt's 5x). The lighting thenn comes from
m the
lens (abo
ove), left and
d right from the
t goosenecck lights witth the silver tips and top and bottom
m
from the black tipped
d gooseneck lights. All of
o these lightts were adjuusted for intensity and
placemen
nt (for gooseeneck lights)) to ensure th
he best illum
mination of thhe tip.

(a)
(b)
Figurre 7: Close-u
ups of the tip
p lighting in the IFM, shhowing the foour fiber opttic cables. (aa)
Addiitional light positions;
p
(b
b) When all aadditional liights are ON
N.
uring softwaare provided
d by Alicona provides ann automatic ccolor correctt tool and an
The captu
adjustablle gamma vaalue to get to
o proper settiing for the tiip. The scan is then run aat 5x low
resolution
n to begin with
w to see if there are an
ny large spikees that need to be correccted. We keeep
adjusting
g the lighting
g if there are spikes untill we come ouut with a sm
mooth scan. T
Then we movve
onto either a higher resolution
r
5x
x scan or a 10x low resollution scan. There reallyy are no speccial
tricks witth this scan setup,
s
all it is
i lighting ad
djustment. W
When we makke an adjusttment, usuallly it's
a small change, eitheer the intensiity on one off the gooseneeck light setuups or a sligght repositionning
of the lig
ghts to get more or less illlumination where
w
it's neeeded on thee tip. The scaanned data aare
then visu
ualized with the softwaree GUI we developed to ddouble checkk their qualitty; if the quaality
is good, the
t scan is kept,
k
otherwiise, we have to rescan thhat sample.
Figure 8 shows a representative data
d with a much
m
higherr quality, com
mparing withh the initial ddata
as shown
n in Figure 2. This clearly shows thatt the additionnal lighting indeed drasttically improoved
the data quality.
q
Yet,, the data stilll contains noises, albeit they not as severe as beefore.
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Fiigure 8:Typiccal example of better-quuality scanneed tip data
II.2.3: Tiip noise redu
uction
Although
h with the ad
dded lighting
g, the scan qu
uality was ddrastically im
mproved. Yett, two types of
noise rem
main on screw
wdriver tips that still intterfere with vvirtual tool m
mark makingg. First, spikke
noise app
pears at the ends
e
of the screwdriver
s
tip.
t Figure 8 shows a reppresentative example. W
With
referencee to the screw
wdriver textu
ure in Figurees 9(a), we ccan see that tthis type of nnoise occurss
where theere is no reaal screwdriveer geometry. In particulaar, the spike noise in Figuure 8 is veryy
dark in comparison to
o the light teexture of thee screwdriverr, and from vvisual inspecction of the 22D
texture in
n Figure 9(a)), it appears that this darrk area is beyyond the endds of the screewdriver tip..
ve this end noise,
n
we can
n simply com
mpute a massk (a memoryy buffer indiicating whicch
To remov
data pixeels to ignore in the analysis) based on
n the texturee and the quaality map. Fiigure 9(b) shhows
the Alico
ona IFM’s qu
uality map, a metric disp
playing the qquality of thee measuremeent; high quaality
regions are
a dark and low quality regions are light in this image. Com
mparing this tto the 2D
texture, it
i is evident that
t the quallity map also
o well definees the end off the screwdrriver. Pixels with
8-bit gray
yscale values in the quallity map of over
o
200 andd pixels wherre the maxim
mum of the rred,
green, an
nd blue 8-bit values was less than 20 were turnedd off in the m
mask (threshholded). A
standard connected components
c
algorithm
a
was
w then usedd to find the largest singlle mass of onn
values in
n the mask; all
a other on values
v
were turned
t
off too prevent litttle islands off noise from
appearing
g around thee edge of thee screwdriverr. Finally, a 20-pixel borrder was rem
moved from tthe
mask to ensure
e
that no
n leftover edges (and th
heir accompaanying spikees) remainedd.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9::Texture and
d quality map
p. (a) 2D texxture of scann in Figure 88. (b) Aliconaa-computed
quality map
m
Figure 10
0 presents th
he results of this
t noise reemoval proceess. These reesults are reppresentative of
end noisee removal. As
A the figure demonstratees, the tip ennds have beccome acceptaably clean foor
forensic analysis.
a
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The second type of noise encountered is the presence of spikes in the middle of the dataset.
Figure 11 presents two examples of this type of noise. Figure11(a)shows an extreme example of
these spikes; Figure11(b) shows a more representative example of these spikes. All of these
spikes show up as extremely white and bright. Therefore, it seems readily apparent that the
source of these artifacts is saturation in the image sensor due to specular highlights on the metal
surface.
A previously addressed: two approaches have been used to reduce this type of noise. First, the tip
scanning procedure has been radically altered to improve the quality by adopting the method
discussed in Section II.2.2. Comparing Figures 2, representative of the screwdriver data taken
before the new lighting procedure, and all data taken after the new lighting procedure, we can see
that the lighting procedure has drastically reduced the noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 10: After cleaning. (a-c) Shaded view. (d) Texture-mapped view.
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(c) Spiky noise on the edge
Figure 11: Spike noise in the middle of the dataset.

(d) Spiky noise at the end of the tip

The second approach used to reduce the spike noise in the middle of the dataset is a processing
algorithm discussed in Section II.2.1. The results of this second algorithmic noise reduction
approach are mixed. Figure 12 presents the result after cleaning the noise shown in Figure 11(a).
The noise is indeed dramatically reduced, but it is not completely eliminated. Clearly, the
parameters of the algorithm could be tweaked to reduce more noise, although the hole filling size
would have to be raised carefully to avoid introducing too much interpolated data. However, the
data captured under the new lighting technique could be further improved to minimize the
influence of this type of noise. For such scans, we typically rescan those tips before further
analysis. Figure 13 shows the high-quality results after noise cleaning with a better quality scan.
The data is so clear that the few remaining should have an insignificant effect on the statistical
matching algorithm. Therefore, all of the data used for this research was taken with the new
lighting approach to obtain high quality scans to start with.

Figure 12: Result after algorithmic cleaning for example show in Fig. 11(a).

Figure 13: Result after algorithmic cleaning for example show in Fig. 11(b)
In summary, the current cleaning techniques proved largely successful at mitigating significant
noise. The remaining few small spikes should not have a significant impact on the results.
II.2.4: Mark plate noise cleaning
Mark plate (real mark) noise cleaning is quite easy comparing with the tip scan because plates
are rather flat and the scanning quality is usually much higher. Figure 14shows examples of
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originally
y scanned beefore applyin
ng the noise reduction allgorithms annd those after applying nnoise
cleaning algorithm we
w developed
d. It clearly shows
s
that thhese results aare of high-qquality after
noise cleaning.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 14
4: Plates befforeafter noise reduction
n. (a-c) Platte scans befoore noise cleeaning. (d-f)
Correspo
ondingresultts after noisee cleaning.
II.4: Coo
ordinate sysstem assignm
ment
At this po
oint, the cleaaned data off the tip meassurement is ddefined in teerms of the ccoordinate
system of the IFM. In
n order to meaningfully
m
compare virrtual marks m
made with thhis tip to maarks
generated
d in the real world, we need
n
to give the
t virtual tiip a new cooordinate systeem derived ffrom
the real-w
world markin
ng coordinatte system. Fiigure 15 illuustrates the pprocess used to generate tool
marks in lead. The sccrewdriver iss placed in th
he mark-makking jig show
wn in Figuree 15, which
constrain
ns the screwd
driver to mov
ve in the x direction
d
of tthe world cooordinate sysstem. Care iss
taken wh
hen tightenin
ng the black thumbscrew
t
w to align thee tip edge wiith the directtion of the y axis.
The desig
gn of the jig ensures thatt the screwdrriver shaft iss held at anggle α about thhe y axis durring
the marking process. The jig in Figure
F
15 deffines an anglle α = 45°; oother similarr jigs are alsoo
used thatt define the angles
a
α = 30
0, 60, and 85.

Figure 15
5: Jig for ma
aking screwd
driver markss in lead at α = 45°.
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To definee the position of the tip relative
r
to th
he world cooordinate systeem, we rigiddly assign the
coordinatte system sh
hown in Figu
ure 16 to the tip geometry
ry. Figure 166(a) shows thhe orientation of
the tip wh
hen the anglle α is 0°. Fig
gures 16(b) and (c) show
w the tip’s orrientation at α = 60° andd 85°,
respectiv
vely. It can be seen from these figurees that the y aaxis of the tiip coordinatee system liess
along thee edge of scrrewdriver tip
p so that a rotation aboutt the y axis iss a rotation aabout the edgge.
This mak
kes sense sin
nce the edge is what will contact the lead plate. T
The x axis iss made to point
along thee shaft of thee screwdriver; this corressponds to thee fact that thhe jig holds tthe shaft (annd not
the flat siide of the screwdriver) at
a the angle α.
α Finally, siince the anglle between thhe shaft andd the
flat botto
om of the plaane is approx
ximately 90°°, the z axis w
will point along this flatt bottom. Figgure
16(d) rev
veals that thee coordinate system is ceentered alongg the screwddriver edge. This was chosen
mainly out of conven
nience, sincee for now only variation in y angle rootation is unnder study. A
At
this time, it is suspeccted that the exact origin of coordinaates is not as important aas the orientaation
of the axes, since tran
nslations in the
t mark loccation can bee identified iin the compuuter and
removed.
To make virtual mark
ks that correespond to thee real marks,, we must afffix the coorddinate system
m of
Figure 16
6 to the measured tool geeometry from
m the IFM, rredefining thhe geometry in terms of this
new coorrdinate systeem. This is easily done by
b computingg a linear traansformationn between thhe
two coorrdinate system
ms and apply
ying this to the
t geometryy in OpenGL
L during thee marking
process. The algorith
hm for computing this traansformationn proceeds aas follows:

(a)
(b)
(cc)
(d)
6: Tip coord
dinate system
m. (a-c) View
w of tip side. (d) View loooking at the fflat side of thhe
Figure 16
screwdriver
1. Id
dentify the sccrewdriver edge.
e
This iss accomplishhed by samplling approximately 250--300
ro
ows evenly spaced
s
throu
ughout the heeight of the ttip data and recording thhe points in tthose
ro
ows with thee maximum height.
h
Figure 17 illustraates this proccess, depictiing the seleccted
ro
ows with red
d arrows and
d the recordeed points witth red x’s. Onnly 250-3000 rows are
seelected sincee this is enou
ugh to reason
nably characcterize the eddge and takinng more onlly
sllows the process down without
w
increeasing the acccuracy signnificantly. Thhis process
asssumes that the data set is indeed thaat of a standaard screwdriiver head annd that the heead
was
w fixed relaative to the IFM,
I
at an an
ngle of 45° tto the detecttor. To avoidd having noisse
allong the bou
undaries of th
he data set mistaken
m
as tthe tip edge, any points w
within 10 pixxels
of the edge were
w not reco
orded.

Figure 17: Prrocess of locating the edg
ge points
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2. Find the center of coordinates. The points identified in the previous step are averaged to
compute the geometric centroid of the edge, v  [x , y, z ]T . The translation matrix to this
point, MT , shown in below, is recorded for later.
 1 0 0 x 


0 1 0 y 

MT 
.
(1.3)
 0 0 1 z 


 0 0 0 1 
3. Determine the direction of the y axis. In this step, a line is fit to the previously identified
edge points using linear regression. The result is a y axis vector, which is normalized to
unit length and saved for later.
4. Determine the direction of the x axis. Figure 16 illustrates the derivation of the x axis
direction. During scanning by the IFM, the tip is placed in a special measurement jig
shown in Figure 16. This consists of an adjustable knob with a hole in it for the
screwdriver tip shaft. The angle of rotation is labeled on the main body of the jig, and this
body fits snugly against a ledge on the IFM stage during measurement. For all of the tip
data, the tip angle used for measurement was 45°. As shown in Figure 18(c), the IFM
defines its z axis as straight up into the detector; therefore, if the measurement jig is snug
against the ledge, the IFM z axis will be coplanar with the screwdriver shaft. When this is
satisfied (which it is for the tip scans used in this research), the x axis can be computed
by rotating the vector [0 0 1] T through a 45° angle about the direction of the IFM y axis
(that is, [0 1 0]T ) and then negating it.
5. Determine the direction of the z axis. The z vector is computed as the normalized cross
product of the x axis and the y axis.
6. Ensure orthonormality. Because of the cross product, the z vector is guaranteed to be
normal to the xy plane. However, the x and y vectors are not guaranteed to be normal to
each other. In particular, the edge of the screwdriver may not be exactly perpendicular to
the shaft due to wear and the limitations on the accuracy of the manufacturing process. In
this case, it is assumed that the screwdriver marking motion will be more constrained by
the edge of the screwdriver dragging along the plate than the direction of the shaft in the
person’s hand. Therefore, the x axis direction is corrected to be normal to the y axis
direction by re-computing it as the normalized cross product of the y axis and the z axis.
7. Compute the basis change matrix. The basis change matrix MB is constructed as shown in
Eq. (1.4). Here, [xxxyxz]T, [yxyyyz]T, and [zxzyzz]T are the x, y, and z axis vectors
computed above, respectively.
 x y z 0 
x
x

 x
 xy yy zy 0 
(1.4)
MB  
.
x
y
z
0

 z
z
z


 0 0 0 1 
8. Compute the coordinate system matrix. The coordinate system MC is computed according
to the following equation
M C  ( M B )1 MT .
(1.5)
Note that MB must be inverted so that MC converts coordinates from the IFM coordinate
system to the tip coordinate system rather than the reverse.
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(a)
(b)
(c))
Figure 18
8: x axis deteermination. (a-b) The jig
g used for sccrewdriver tip
ip measurem
ment in the IF
FM.
(c) Diagrram of the jig
g during IFM
M measurem
ment
Therefore, MC as com
mputed using
g the algorith
hm above iss a linear trannsformation from the
original IFM
I
coordin
nate system used
u
in the data
d file to thhe new tip m
marking coorddinate system
m.
This is uttilized by dirrecting Open
nGL to alwaays multiply the tip data first by MC. The resultinng
coordinatte system ap
pplied to actu
ual representtative data iss shown in F
Figure 19. Thhe light-coloored
solid linees denote thee tip coordin
nate system, and
a the darkker dashed linnes denote a local worldd
coordinatte system. For both of th
hese, red den
notes the x axxis, green deenotes the y axis, and bluue
denotes the
t z axis. Overall, the co
oordinate sy
ystem looks ccorrect.

(a)

(b)
(

(d)

(d)
9: The coord
dinate system
m transforma
ation appliedd to the dataa. (a-c) The sside view witth y
Figure 19
axis rotations of (a) 0°,
0 (b) 60°, and
a (c) 85°. (d) View of the flat side of the screw
wdriver with a
rotation of
o 0°
II.5: Creeation of virrtual depth camera
The ultim
mate goal of this project is to utilize the
t cleaned ddata to charaacterize the screwdriver tips
for forensic applicatiions where th
he toolmarkss need to be generated att any arbitraary angle andd at
any arbitrary force. Since
S
the exiisting statistiical softwaree algorithms developed aat Iowa Statee
Universitty/Ames Lab
boratory [Ch
humbley et al.,
a 2010] onlly takes in 1D trace dataa with equal
distancess between saampling poin
nts, this usuaally requires a very time--consuming re-samplingg
procedurre should a conventional geometry an
nalysis technnique is adoppted due to tthe large datta
size (typiically 9k x 1k points perr high-resolu
ution scan). M
Moreover, thhe problem bbecomes more
complex if the origin
nally scanned
d surface is manipulated
m
d since the (xx, y) coordinaates of surfaace
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points maay become irregular afteer manipulatiion. Therefoore, a new effficient tool iis needed forr
convertin
ng 3D geomeetry to surface height im
mage for toollmark trace ddata generatiion.
In this research, we developed
d
a virtual depth
h camera wiith the advannced computter graphics tools
to addresss this challeenge. In this technique, th
he OpenGL rendering piipeline was uutilized to reesample th
he data rapid
dly and preciisely into reg
gular grids. IIn computerr graphics, too render 3D
geometry
y into 2D im
mages on a co
omputer screeen, the comp
mputer graphiics renderingg pipeline
provides a means to sample
s
3D geometry
g
intto 2D grid pooints. Moreoover, the advvanced compputer
graphics tools also prrovide a way
y to obtain th
he surface heeight (z) for each sampleed pixel.
ne is properly
y setup, 3D geometry caan be re-sam
mpled uniform
mly
Therefore, if the OpeenGL pipelin
as depth map, which is desirable for further data
d processiing, and alsoo useful for 33D geometryy
2
Zhang
g et al., 2012].
data storaage efficienttly [Zhang, 2012;
Figure 20
0 illustrates a typical 3D
D computer graphics
g
renddering pipeliine (CGRP) [Shreiner, 2010].
The rend
dering processs starts with
h geometry processing
p
thhat culls the back faces ((e.g., removee
those verrtices that facce away from
m the viewerr); The next step is to prroject 3D cooordinates off each
vertex on
nto 2D imagee plane by ap
pplying the projection
p
m
matrix; Then, the polygonns are filled in
through 2D
2 interpolaation using th
he projected vertices, annd hidden points are remooved using ddepth
buffering
g. This step is
i called the rasterization
n; finally, thee 2D imagess are displayyed on 2D
computerr screen pixeel by pixel.

0: Computerr graphics reendering pipeline (CGRP
P)
Figure 20
ojection is ch
hosen as orth
hographical, the screen ccoordinates ((i, j) are natuurally
If the pro
proportio
onal to the orriginal (x, y) in a 3D object space beecause most computer sccreens contaiin
squared pixels.
p
This means
m
that the
t CGRP prrovides a meeans to sampple 3D shapee uniformly aalong
x and y directions.
d
Siince the advaanced compu
uter graphicss tools can pperform highh-resolution, realtime 3D rendering,
r
itt thus also prrovides a verry efficient w
way for this procedure. M
Moreover, thhe
advanced
d computer graphics
g
rend
ding techniq
ques provide a mean callledrender to texture to
retrieve depth
d
(z) perr pixel. By rendering
r
thee scene to texxture insteadd of computeer screen, thhe
depth z can be recoveered pixel by
y pixel throu
ugh unprojecction. This reesearch is to use this
techniquee for re-samp
ple 3D data at any arbitrrary orientatiion accurateely.
y the accuraccy of the pro
oposed re-sam
mpling fram
mework, we ffirstly tested an ideal uniit
To verify
sphere geenerated, and
d re-sampled
d with the prroposed pipeeline using aan image resoolution of 5112 x
512. Figu
ure 21(a) sho
ows the 3D plot
p of the ree-sampled daata. One cross section off the re-samppled
3D spherre and the ideal one weree plotted in Figure
F
21(b)): they are allmost identiccal. To betterr
visualize the differen
nce between these two, Figure
F
21(c) plots the diffference. Onne may noticce
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that the difference
d
beecomes signiificantly larg
ger on both eends of the pplot. This is ddue to sampling
of the sysstem: it is well know thaat when the sampling
s
dirrection is appproximately parallel to tthe
surface taangent planee of an objecct, the sampling error beccomes extrem
mely large. E
Even with thhose
sampling
g error, we fo
ound that thee difference between thee re-sampledd one and thee ideal one iss
very smaall: the root-m
mean-squaree (rms) errorr is approxim
mately 0.006%
%.
Sphere iss a representative 3D shaape with smo
ooth featuress, the re-sam
mpling techniique works qquite
well. To further demonstrate the capability of the propossed techniquee to sample sharp features:
mathemaatically extreeme points on 3D surfacees. We testedd a trapezoiddal 3D shapee and a pyraamid,
as shown
n in Figs. 21((d) and (g). Figures
F
21(ff) and (i) shoow that crosss sections off the differennce
between re-sampled ones and thee ideal ones. As expectedd, the extrem
me points ressult in
significan
ntly larger errror, with traapezoids hav
ving smallerr error becauuse the surfacce change is not
as sharply as the pyraamid. Neverrtheless, the rms
r errors foor both cases are still very small (lesss
than 0.1%
%).
Screwdriiver data werre also resam
mpled with th
he depth cam
mera. The clleaned screw
wdriver tip shhown
in Figuree 8 was used for this test. Figure 22(aa) shows thee re-sampledd result with its natural
scanned orientation;
o
and Figure 22(b)
2
graphically shows the re-samppled result annd the originnal
3D shapee. In this imaage, the gold
den color rep
presents the ooriginal 3D data, while tthe green color
representts the re-sam
mpled result. This experim
mental data shows that tthey are welll aligned beffore
and afterr re-sampling
g.

(a)

(b)
(

((c)

(d)

(e)
(

((f)

(h)
(
((i)
(g)
Figure 21
1: Re-sampliing results of ideal 3D objects. (a) R
Resampled 3D
D unit spherre; (b) Crosss
sections of
o the ideal sphere
s
and the
t re-samplled one; (c) D
Difference of the cross ssections show
wn in
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(b) with rms
r error off 0.006%; (d)) Resampled
d 3D trapezooid; (e) Crosss sections off the ideal
trapezoid
d and the re--sampled onee; (f) Differeence of the ccross sectionns shown in ((e) with rms
error of 0.018%;
0
(f) Resampled
R
3D
3 pyramid;; (g) Cross ssections of thhe ideal pyraamid and thee resampled one; (h) Diff
fference of th
he cross secttions shown in (h) with rrms error off 0.095%
To furtheer verify the flexibility of
o the propossed techniquee, the tip waas rotated 15 degrees aboout
its edge (or
( y axis), and
a then re-ssampled by using
u
the prooposed technnique. Figurees 22(c) and (d)
show thee results. It once again sh
hows that theey are well rre-sampled.
II.6: Creeation of “viirtual tool marks”
m
on GPU
G
The basicc principle behind
b
this to
ool mark sim
mulation is too take the prrojection of tthe tip geom
metry
in the dirrection of too
ol travel and
d identify thee highest poiints on that pprojection. T
The highest
points wiill scrape thee deepest intto the plate material,
m
so tthey are respponsible for leaving the
observed
d striae. Figu
ure 23gives an
a illustration
n of this ideaa. In this diaagram, the sccrewdriver iss
held at an
n angle of ab
bout 45˚ with
h respect to the
t plate surrface (a y rottation) and tw
wisted abouut its
shaft (x axis)
a
by som
me angle β. The
T inset shows the meassured tip geoometry, resem
mbling an
extruded chevron, maaking the maark. The blacck wavy linee down the m
middle repreesents the tipp
geometry
y closest to the
t plate. These points diig into the pllate materiall, imparting the striae.
Because the tip is at an
a angle β to
o the directio
on of motionn, the depth pprofile of the mark is thee
projection of the blacck wavy linee onto a line at the angle β. From thee diagram, w
we see that w
we
could hav
ve found this mark profiile by squish
hing the screw
wdriver tip oonto a plane perpendicullar to
the directtion of tool travel.
t
The lo
owest pointss on this squuished tip woould be the oones that gennerate
the mark and the sam
me ones partiicipating in the
t black waavy line. Thiis type of colllapsing proccess
will be used to make virtual mark
k profiles.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 22
2: Arbitrary orientation re-sampling
g of real scannned 3D rannge data. (a) 3D result off resampled data at natu
ural orientatiion (the sam
me as scannerr); (b) Overllapping the ooriginal 3D data
r
one
o shown in
n (a); (c) 3D
D re-sampledd result afterr rotating thee tip by 15with the re-sampled
degrees around
a
its ed
dge; (d) Oveerlapping th
he original 3D
D data with the re-samppled one shown
in (c)
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Figure 23
3: The mark as a projecttion of tool tip geometry in the direcction of tool ttravel
Clearly, this
t approach is quite sim
mple and ign
nores several
al complexitiies of mark m
making incluuding
material properties of the tool an
nd plate, forcces, deformattions, and thhe possibilityy of partial
markingss. These phenomena can
n be very diffficult to conttrol and accoount for in a simulation.
Since this is a first ap
pproximation
n, the assum
mption of com
mplete geom
metry transferr from the tipp to
the plate is made. Heence, the effeects of the sp
pecific forcees and deform
mations are ttreated as
insignificcant since th
he geometry seems likely
y to be the sttrongest signnal in the maark.
Although
h this method
d is quite sim
mple in princciple, the scaale of the geeometry simuulation requiired
makes it complex to carry out on
n the computter. Each tip data set at thhe 10x magnnification levvel
his research contains mo
ore than 9000
0×1000 = 9 million poinnts. Projectinng and
used in th
determin
ning the edgee of such a laarge amount of data on thhe CPU wouuld take a long time.
Therefore, the Open Graphics Library (Open
nGL) and its OpenGL Shhading Languuage (GLSL
L) are
used to build
b
the sim
mulation in orrder to take advantage
a
off the parallell capabilitiess of the
computerr’s Graphicss Processing Unit (GPU)). Dividing thhe geometricc computatioons among thhe
shaders, a computer program
p
run
nning on GPU
U to do posttprocessing, drastically rreduces the
computattion time req
quired and makes
m
virtuall mark generration feasibble.
The follo
owing basic process
p
was used to imp
plement this simulation iin OpenGL:
1. A rotation maatrix MR is formed
fo
to describe the deesired angulaar position oof the tip relaative
to
o the local world
w
coordin
nate system. The user sppecifies a set of three anggles (α, β, γ) in
degrees which
h are the dessired rotation
ns about the x, y, and z aaxes, respecttively. Equattion
(1
1.6) is used to
t compute MR. Note thaat since the rrightmost maatrix is the x rotation, it will
get applied firrst to each vertex.
v
The y rotation willl be appliedd next, and thhe z rotationn will
be applied lasst.
M R  Rz Ry Rx

 cos   sin  0 0   coos  0  siin  0   1
0
0
0 




0 cos   sin  0  (1.6)
sin

cos

0
0
0
1
0
0






  n  0 coss  0   0 sin  cos  0 

0
1 0   sin
 0


0
1 
0
0
1   0
0
0 1   0
0
 0
2. The
T tip’s bou
unding box iss rotated into
o the desiredd position using MR. Thee “squish”
matrix,
m
MS in
n Equation (1
1.7) below, is
i then applieed to the bouunding box tto project it onto
th
he plane norm
mal to the lo
ocal world x axis. This m
matrix sets thhe x coordinaates of each
vertex to zero
o. The eight points
p
of thee bounding bbox are then iterated oveer to find thee
maximum
m
and
d minimum y values tak
ken up by thee squished bounding boxx. This is a qquick
way
w to estimaate the heigh
ht of the tip projection
p
inn the scene, w
which will teell us how taall to
make
m
the scen
ne window and
a the depth
h camera.
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 0 0 0 0 


(1.7)
MT   0 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 0 1 


3. A one-dimensional depth
h camera is created, whicch we will usse to find maaximum poinnts
allong the flatttened edge of
o the screwd
driver tip as illustrated inn Figure 24. The height of
th
his camera iss carefully ch
hosen to ach
hieve the dessired samplinng resolutionn for the edgge.

Figure 24: Th
he depth cam
mera conceptt
4. OpenGL
O
is diirected to apply the coorrdinate system
m matrix MC, MR, and MS, in that order,
to
o the tip dataa when it is drawn.
d
The camera
c
is alsso positionedd at 5000 μm
m from the ccenter
of coordinates so the who
ole tip can bee imaged, annd it is set upp to use orthographic
prrojection (m
meaning that it becomes a perfect nonn-pinhole cam
mera that neever views thhings
with
w the disto
ortion of persspective)
5. The
T tip geom
metry is drawn
n in the scen
ne.
6. The
T sampled tip geometry
y is pulled out
o of the cam
mera. It is coonverted from
m OpenGL
caamera coord
dinates back to μm and ro
otated 180˚ tto become aan impressionn. The rotatiion is
performed by
y multiplying
g the mark by -1 and then flipping itt from left too right.
7. An
A edge detection algoritthm is used to
t clip off thhe parts of thhe mark due tto the sides of
th
he screwdriv
ver tip. This is
i performed
d since the siides of the screwdriver ccan sometim
mes
co
onfuse the sttatistical com
mparison alg
gorithm. Thee sides are noot in generall part of the sstriae
used for matcching.
II.6.1: GP
PU implemeentation of virtual depth camera
Using tecchniques discussed in Seection III.2, a special virt
rtual camera is created thhat looks straaight
down upo
on the flatten
ned edge of the screwdriiver tip data. This camerra records thhe distance too the
points thaat it sees rath
her than theiir color; it is a depth cam
mera formed from an OppenGL object
known ass a depth bufffer. In depth
h test mode, OpenGL usses an array ccalled the deepth buffer tto
keep tracck of whetheer or not a ceertain point in
n a graphicss scene is obsscured by annother one. IIn
order to get
g drawn by
y OpenGL, each
e
pixel-siized elementt sampled froom the scenee (referred too as
a fragment) must surrvive the “deepth test.” Op
penGL startss with the deepth buffer innitialized to the
back limiit of the cam
mera’s view (the
( far clip plane).
p
As itt receives thee fragments,, it records thheir
distance from the cam
mera in the depth
d
buffer.. If a new fraagment is received that bbelongs in thhe
xel as an oldeer one, it cheecks the deptth of the new
wcomer. If thhe depth vallue is less thaan
same pix
that of th
he old one (m
meaning that the new frag
gment is clooser to the caamera), that nnew fragmennt
replaces the old one. Its depth vaalue is written into the deepth buffer ffor the next rround of the
depth tesst. There are several way
ys to direct OpenGL
O
to reeturn this deepth buffer innstead of a ccolor
image. Therefore, it can
c become a depth cam
mera, returninng the depthh values of thhose points
closest to
o it.
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Since the data samples needed are one-dimensional, the depth camera is created as single
column. A two-dimensional depth camera would simply record extra scene background points
that would have to be filtered out. The number of pixels h needed to sample the tip geometry at
the desired resolution δ is computed according to Equation (1.8), where y is the height
computed from the bounding box in Step 2 of the overall procedure above.
y 
(1.8)
h  floor     1.
 
Equation (1.9) readjusts y so that δ is assured to be the desired value.

y  h .
(1.9)
To create this special one-dimensional depth buffer of the correct size without interfering with
the on-screen window, an OpenGL frame buffer object (FBO) is used. A frame buffer object is
like a bundle to collect various images for OpenGL to draw into instead of the standard window.
The FBO in this research contained only one image: the 1 × h depth buffer for the depth camera.
Originally, the depth buffer was created as a renderbuffer object; however, ATI graphics cards
would not accept an FBO with only a renderbuffer in it. Therefore, the depth camera had to be a
2D texture object.
The maximum allowable height of the depth camera texture in the FBO depends upon the
capability of the computer’s GPU. For a 10x resolution data set, δ = 0.803568 μm, which causes
h to be about 8000 when the tip is at the angles (0, 0, 0). Many typical graphics cards cannot
handle a texture this tall. Therefore, the flattened screwdriver scene is automatically divided into
equal vertical partitions as needed to satisfy the demands of the graphics card. The depth camera
then takes an image for each one of these partitions, and these images are later stitched together
into a whole mark. Equation 3.8 is the equation used to compute the height of the depth buffer
for the case of multiple partitions, where n is the number of partitions and ymax and ymin are the
extreme values of the collapsed bounding box in Step 2. The y parameter is still computed with
Equation (1.10), but instead of being equivalent to ymax − ymin as shown in Figure 24, it is now
only equal to the height of the depth camera (which only covers afraction of the mark) in μm.
 y  ymin 
(1.10)
h  floor  max
  1.
n


Finally, although the FBO with the depth texture is the major component of the depth camera,
the OpenGL viewport and projection matrix need to be correctly set. The viewport (the size of
scene on the computer screen) is set to 1 × h. The orthographic projection matrix is set such that
the visualized part of the scene is y μm tall. In the first scene partition, the lower clip plane is
set to ymin and the upper clip plane to ymin+ y . For subsequent partitions, y is added to these
clip planes to advance the part of the scene that the depth camera captures.
II.6.2: Drawing the tip
As mentioned above, the average digitized tip in this research contains slightly more than
9000×1000 = 9 million points. For OpenGL to draw these points, it must transfer at least
threefloats (floating point numbers) representing x, y, and z to the graphics card for each
vertex.This amount of information takes up
 bytes   floats 
 1kB   1MB 
6
 4 float   3 vertex  9  10 vertices  1024 bytes   1024 kB  ; 100 MB
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of memory. There is a limit on the rate of transfer from the CPU memory to the GPU, so in the
ideal case, we would store this vertex data in a vertex buffer object (VBO) on the GPU to avoid
transferring it each time the mark is drawn. However, the GPU only possesses a certain amount
of RAM. While higher-end GPUs have gigabytes of RAM, many existing consumer- level GPUs
do not. Therefore, we decided to conservatively limit the video RAM usage to 128 MB, a
minimum system recommendation for modern video games. With approximately 60 MB of the
video RAM already devoted to showing down-sampled 3D representations of the tip and mark in
the user interface, the mark vertex data needed to be streamed to the graphics card rather than
stored.
At first, the OpenGL glVertex command was used for streaming. However, most
implementations of OpenGL could not handle this much streaming data and reserved several
gigabytes of CPU RAM as a buffer for the data during streaming. This inhibited operations of
other programs during mark generation. The mark-making process also ran slowly. Therefore,
we created a special object called a StreamBuffer to stream the vertices to the GPU instead of
OpenGL. Therefore, we created a special object called a StreamBuffer to stream the vertices to
the GPU instead of OpenGL. The StreamBuffer allocates a pointer to 30 MB of CPU RAM and
creates a 30 MB VBO on the GPU. The mark generation program hands its vertices to the
StreamBuffer object, which stores them in the CPU pointer. When the CPU pointer becomes full,
the StreamBuffer copies them to the VBO and instructs OpenGL to draw them. The data is
initially stored in the CPU memory as a backup for the video RAM; the process of editing video
RAM can sometimes fail and need to be repeated. A dynamically allocated CPU array was used
to avoid the function overhead associated with vector objects. For normal operations, this
function overhead is not noticeable, but for the intense streaming operation, it slowed mark
generation by several seconds overall on a desktop PC.
Moreover, in order to generate the virtual mark at the desired resolution δ, we will need to
interpolate between the data points. OpenGL will automatically perform this interpolation if the
data is appropriately formatted in a triangle mesh. Two problems arise from this requirement for
a triangle mesh. First, we can make a simple meshing algorithm to determine the proper
relationship between the vertices. If each vertex is assigned a unique number, then we can store
the results of meshing as a vector of integers and re-use the solution each time the tip is drawn.
However, each vertex number needs to be a full-sized integer. A short integer can only hold at
most the value 65535, not enough to count all 9 million vertices. Therefore, assuming that each
vertex participates in only three triangles, the required index array would take up roughly 100
MB. Again, this is too much to store on the GPU. Since meshing is a relatively quick operation
while transferring data is relatively slow, the mark generator simply re-meshes the data each
time.
Another bigger problem arises from the way in which OpenGL samples the geometry for the
depth camera. This sampling process is known as rasterization. In the interpolated mode,
OpenGL draws only those fragments which lie inside of the established triangles in the mesh
[Segal and Akeley, 2006]. Since the meshed geometry is collapsed into an infinitely thin line
using the squish matrix, none of the points reside inside of a triangle. Therefore, the depth
camera cannot “see” these points and record them. Therefore, the projected edge needs to be
extruded to a finite thickness in the camera’s field of view. To do this, we adopt a meshing
algorithm that meshes between two instances of the tip geometry as shown in Figure 25. For
each rectangle of four points in the tip data (labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3 in the diagram), the algorithm
forms triangles on six surfaces between a left and a right copy of the points: bottom, top, left,
right, top-left to bottom-right diagonal, and top-right to bottom-left diagonal. Triangles are not
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formed out
o of any maasked-off po
oints. To sav
ve processingg and drawinng time, the rright and boottom
surfaces are only form
med at the riight and botttom borders of the tip daata, respectivvely, to avoid
drawing redundant su
urfaces. As a valid triang
gle is formedd, its verticees are sent too the GPU wiith
w, the fourth vertex coordinate
c
which
w
is typiccally equal tto 1, set to onne of two prre-determineed
values in
ndicating whether the verrtex belongs to the left oor right data instance.

(a))
(b)
Figure 25
5: Meshing between
b
a lefft and right copy of the vvertex data. (a) Surfacess formed. (b))
Meshing pattern thatt avoids redu
undant surfa
aces.
At the GP
PU, we proccess each verrtex with a GLSL
G
vertexx shader. Thiis shader retrrieves the
left/right indicator in
n the w coord
dinate and teemporarily sttores it. It seets the w cooordinate backk to 1
and appliies the modeel view matriix stack from
m OpenGL ((the coordinaate system, tthe desired
rotations, and the squ
uish operatio
on). Then, it pulls the tw
wo squished iinstances of data apart byy
setting th
he vertex’s x coordinate to the left/rig
ght indicatorr value. For the current ssoftware verrsion,
these ind
dicators are -2 and 2. Finally, the shaader applies tthe projectioon matrix to the data.
The net effect
e
of this shader prog
gram is someething analoggous to a gaame of cat’s cradle. The
shader ro
otates and theen squishes two identicaal copies of tthe tip that eexist in the exxact same sppace.
Then it moves
m
each copy
c
to an op
pposite side of the screenn. When thiss happens, thhe triangles
formed between
b
the two
t data setss “stretch” to
o form an exxtrusion of thhe projected tip. The deppth
camera can
c then imag
ge the edge of the tip pro
ojection, takking sampless in a verticaal line from tthe
center off these triang
gles.
onverting fro
om projected
d coordinates back to μm
m
II.6.3: Co
Figure 26
6 presents a mathematicaal model of the
t graphicss pipeline. A
At the far righht, a generic
vertex en
nters the pipeeline; at the far left, it haas been transsformed intoo x and y winndow coordiinates
wx and wy
w and a valu
ue of depth for
f the depth
h buffer zdb. Throughoutt the bracketeed section, tthe
data remaains in μm. The
T projectio
on matrix no
ormalizes thee data such tthat x, y, andd z all range
between -1 and 1. Th
he glViewport command
d, provided thhat the winddow positionning argumennts
are both 0 as they aree in this reseearch, behavees as a pair oof matrices tthat normalizzes x to rangge
between 0 and the wiindow width
h, y to range between 0 aand the winddow height, aand z to rangge
between 0 and 1.
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Figure 26
6: Mathemattical model of
o the graphiics pipeline ffor this reseearch
Therefore, to convertt the depth buffer
b
valuess back into μ
μm values forr the virtual mark, we m
must
undo the action of the glViewporrt command and the projjection matriix. If the z coordinate affter
the projection matrix
x is designateed zndc, then Equation (1.11) convertts the depth bbuffer valuee
back into
o projected (o
or normalizeed device) co
oordinates.
((1.11)
z ndc  2z db  1.
ual mark softtware uses an
a orthograph
hic projectioon matrix, whhich has the form
The virtu
 2
rl 
0
0



rl 
 rl

2
tb 
0


 0
Mp  
((1.12)
t  b .
tb

2
f n 
0



 0
f n
f n 


 0
0
0
1
where l, r,
r b, t, n, and
d f are the locations of th
he left, right,, bottom, topp, near, and ffar clip planees,
respectiv
vely. Therefo
ore, the virtu
ual mark dataa can be unpprojected usinng Equationn (1.13) to yiield a
mark in μm.
μ
1
((1.13)
zmax   ( f  n)z nndc  f  n .
2
Combinin
ng Equation
ns (1.11) and
d (1.12) yield
ds a simple cconversion (E
Equation (1..13)) from deepth
buffer vaalues to mark
k values in μm.
μ
zmaax  zdb (n  f )  n.
((1.14)
II.6.4: Deetecting the edges
The edgee detection algorithm waas developed
d through triaal and error bby analyzingg mark data with
MATLA
AB. The finallized C++ veersion follow
ws these stepps:
1. The
T derivativ
ve is approxim
mated using
g partial diffeerences. Thee resulting veector has
ellements zi − zi−1 and is one
o member shorter thann the originall mark data bbecause it sttarts
with
w z1 − z0.
2. The
T derivativ
ve vector is filtered
f
with a size 15 Gaaussian 1D ffilter to remoove the effeccts of
noise.
3. The
T mean and
d standard deviation of the
t filtered dderivative aree computed.
4. The
T algorithm
m begins looking in from
m both ends oof the mark ffor a new staart and end ppoint
with
w these criiteria: the neew points mu
ust be at leasst 20 points iin from eitheer edge of thhe
mark
m
and must be the firsst points bey
yond this borrder to satisfy
fy |z′(i) − μz′ | ≤ σz′ . In thhe
ab
bove conditiion, z′(i) is th
he derivativee at the i-th ppoint and μz′and σz′are thhe mean andd
sttandard deviiation of the derivative, respectively.
r
. If the searcch fails, the ooriginal startt and
en
nd points aree used.
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5. Iff the search is
i successfull, the mean and
a standardd deviation aare recomputted for the
portion of thee derivative within
w
the neew start and end points. Step 4 is theen repeated oonce
using this upd
dated mean and
a standard
d deviation aalong with thhe original, ffull-sized
derivative vecctor.
6. The
T final valu
ues of the staart and end index
i
are retu
turned as a suuggestion too the user forr
laater trimming
g.
Figure 27
7 shows a representativee result from this trimminng algorithm
m. The red linne is the
completee virtual marrk retrieved at
a a y-rotatio
on of 60˚. Thhe left and riight sides of the purple bbox
indicate the
t trimming
g suggestion
n from the ed
dge detectionn algorithm, and the trim
m controls booxes
show thee corresponding values of
o the new staart and end iindices. Thiss trimming sseems very
reasonable.

Figure 27:
2 Trimmed
d mark
II.7: Statistics
w developeed previouslyy by our team
m to validatee the
We emplloyed the staatistical algorrithm that was
virtual to
ool mark chaaracterization
n technique [Chumbley
[
eet al., 2010].. The attainm
ment dependds on
the ability to providee some measu
ure of how well
w the geneerated VM dduplicates ann actual markk
produced
d under a con
ntrolled set of
o conditionss. The data examined inn this analysiis are two tyypes
of trace data:
d
the virttual mark (V
VM) and the real
r mark (R
RM). The RM
M data are thhe type of daata
that are collected
c
by an optical prrofilometer that
t records surface heigght (z) as a fu
function of
discrete (x,
( y) coordiinates, and fu
urther takes a linear trace perpendicuular to the sttriations pressent
in a typiccal tool mark
k. The VM trace
t
data arre the type off data that arre created viirtually by thhe
VT at a specified
s
con
ndition follow
wing the afo
orementionedd proceduress. The virtuaal mark is alsso a
trace dataa that record
d mark depth
h z as a functtion of discreete x positioon. Importantt assumptionns in
the analy
ysis are that the
t values off z are reportted at equal increments oof distance aalong the traace
and that the
t traces are taken as neearly perpen
ndicular to thhe striations as possible. The algoritthm
then allow
ws comparisson of two su
uch linear traaces. This seection detaills the algorithhm we
employed
d.
A small experimenta
e
al jig for mak
king physicaal tool markss was designed and consttructed wherre
angle, pressure, and twist
t
of the tool
t
tip can be
b rigidly coontrolled. Thhis part of thhe project wiill be
c
with certifieed tool mark examiner Jiim Kreiser, w
who has worrked with uss on
done in consultation
previous studies [Fad
den et al. 200
07;Chumbleey et al., 201 0]. Mr. Kreeiser oversaw
w the producction
both of samples using
g the jig. Th
he actual com
mparisons em
mployed a vaariant of an aalgorithm
developeed for the com
mparison off two tool maarks. This allgorithm is ddescribed fullly in [Chum
mbley
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et al., 2010], so it will not be described in detail here. Briefly, the algorithm determines
matching along one-dimensional profilometer data traces (z vs. x) where the values of z are
reported at equal increments of distance along the trace and the traces are taken as nearly
perpendicular to the striations as possible. Such will be the case for the data available from the
VT and VM of this study.

Height (µm)

The algorithm first goes through an Optimization step to identify a region of best agreement in
each of the two data sets, as shown in Figure 28. The R-value of this region is determined
[Faden et al. 2007]. The algorithm then conducts a second step in the comparison process called
Validation, where corresponding windows of equal size are selected at randomly chosen, but
common distances from the previously identified regions of best fit. The assumption behind the
Validation step is that if a match truly does exist, correlations between these shifted window
pairs will also be reasonably large because they will correspond to common sections of the tool
surface. In other words, if a match exists at one point along the scan length (high R-value), there
should be fairly large correlations between corresponding pairs of windows along their entire
length. However, if a high R-value is found between the comparison windows of two nonmatch
samples simply by accident, there is no reason to believe that the accidental match will hold up at
other points along the scan length. In this case rigid-shift pairs of windows will likely not result
in especially large correlation values.

Pixel Index

Height (µm)

Match R = 0.99

Pixel Index

Figure 28: Comparison of two marks showing best fit (solid rectangle) and Validation windows
(dotted rectangles).
The correlation values computed from these segment-pairs can be judged to be “large” or
“small” only if a baseline can be established for each of the sample comparisons. This is
achieved by identifying a second set of paired windows (i.e. data segments), again randomly
selected along the length of each trace, but in this case, without the constraint that they represent
equal rigid-shifts from their respective regions of best fit, Figure 29(b).
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Pixel Index
(a)

Pixel Index
(b)

Figure 29: (a) Comparison pair showing a true match. Best region of fit shown in solid
rectangle. Note the similarity of the regions within the two possible sets of validation windows
(dashed and dotted rectangles). (b) Validation windows (dashed, dotted, and dot-and-dash
rectangles) selected at random for the comparison pair shown in (a) to establish a baseline value
The Validation step concludes with a comparison of the two sets of correlation values just
described, one set from windows of common random rigid-shifts from their respective regions of
best agreement, and one set from the independently selected windows. If the assumption of
similarity between corresponding points for a match is true, the correlation values of the first set
of windows should tend to be larger than those in the second. In other words, the rigid-shift
window pairs should result in higher correlation values than the independently selected, totally
random pairs. In the case of a nonmatch, since the identification of a region of best agreement is
simply a random event and there truly is no similarity between corresponding points along the
trace, the correlations in the two comparison sets should be very similar. Using this statistical
algorithm we previously developed had shown that tool marks can be quantified and error rates
established [Chumbley et al., 2010].
II.8: Software graphical user interface (GUI) design
Figure 30 presents the main window of the graphical user interface (GUI) for the virtual mark
software. This GUI was designed using Qt. The window is divided into three widgets: tip (top),
plate (middle), and statistical comparison (bottom). The tip and plate widgets feature 3D
representations of the file geometry on the left side. For these views, the geometry is downsampled by a factor of 6 to improve graphics speed and performance. Users can left click and
drag on the geometry to translate it, and a Qt-provided trackball model allows users to intuitively
rotate the geometry with right click and drag. The scroll wheel allows users to zoom in and out.
Users can double-click on the plate view to interactively select a column of plate data for
comparison. This selected column appears in the plate view as a red plane as shown in Figure 30.
Users can view the geometry in one of four modes by clicking the buttons immediately to the left
of the geometry views: shaded, wireframe, textured, and height- mapped. Textured mode
overlays the 2D texture from the Alicona onto the 3D geometry. A fifth viewing mode is
provided for the tip widget which shows the tip geometry projected in the direction of tool travel;
this mode helps users understand the mark generation process.

The right sides of the tip and plate widgets provide plots for profile data. The plate widget
provides the name of plate file and a box for changing the selected column. The tip widget
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provides the name off the tip file and
a boxes fo
or editing thee desired tipp rotation forr mark
generatio
on. Users can
n click the ad
djacent butto
on to create a virtual maark; when thee mark is
completee, users can click
c
on the virtual
v
mark
k tab to see thhe view in F
Figure 30. Thhis trim view
w
presents the recommended end points from th
he edge deteection algoriithm as the leeft and rightt
sides of a purple box
x and allows users to inteeractively chhange these eend points. M
Moreover, thhe
trim view
w features a flip
f button th
hat flips the virtual markk to compenssate for a plaate scanned
backward
ds.

Figure 30
0: The graph
hical user interface (GUI)
For both the tip and plate
p
widgets, the statistiics plot tab pprovides a viiew of the trrimmed and detrended mark
m
as show
wn in Figuree 30. De-tren
nding is the pprocess of fittting a first-oorder line too the
data with
h linear leastt squares and
d then subtraacting this linne from the ddata; it is ann essential
preparato
ory step for the
t statisticaal comparison
n. Once the user clicks tthe calculatee button in thhe
statistics widget, purp
ple windowss pop up on both
b
statisticcs plots denooting the loccations of thee
search windows.
Figure 31
1 presents th
he third type of plot view
w, the height map. This is an alternattive view of the
profile daata that repreesents heigh
ht as a color between
b
blacck and whitee. The color bar on the riight
shows the scale of th
he data. This plot is desig
gned to resem
mble the phyysical mark vviews on thee 2D
comparisson microsco
opes used by
y practicing forensics
f
exaaminers.
The statistical compaarison widgeet provides an
a interface tto the algoritthm validateed by Chumbbley
et al. (2010). Users can use the boxes to edit the size of th
the search wiindow and thhe validationn
windowss. The calculate button iss enabled wh
hen there is bboth a virtuaal mark and a selected pllate
row to alllow users to
o perform thee comparison
n. The R andd T values frrom the com
mparison appear
on the rig
ght side of th
he window after
a
the com
mparison. Th e R value reepresents thee maximum
correlatio
on statistic, which
w
corressponds to thee goodness oof match bettween the coontents of thee
purple windows. Thee purple wind
dows denotee the regionss of the two m
marks whichh match the bbest.
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The T vaalue represen
nts the averag
ge of 200 co
omparisons bbetween rigid- and randoom-shift
windowss. The T1 staatistics that comprise
c
thiss T value aree computed bby com- parring the
correlatio
on between windows
w
a set distance from
f
the purp
rple maximuum correlatioon windows tto
the correlation betweeen randomly
y shifted win
ndows.
Finally, the
t file menu
u allows userrs to open tip
p and mark ffiles. Users ccan import tthe data from
m an
Alicona .al3d
.
file and
d save it afteer cleaning as
a a Qt-basedd .mt file forr later use. T
The tools mennu
allows ussers to bring up the “Auttomator,” a dialog
d
that sets up the G
GUI to autom
matically perfform
comparissons between
n several plaate files and a tip at multtiple angles. This automaated processs
saves thee T values to a comma-seeparated list file for laterr viewing annd takes a scrreenshot of eeach
comparisson.

Figure 31
1: Height ma
ap plot
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III. Results
This study was to test the following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1:

A 3D simulation tool can be generated and manipulated to create “virtual
marks” that match with “real marks” made by the same tool under the same
conditions (e.g. angle, twist, and force).

Hypothesis 2:

The virtual tool mark generation technique can be used to effectively and
objectively characterize the tool marks.

The first and most fundamental assumption that all tool marks are unique had been supported by
the prior study conducted by Chumbley et al. [2010]. This research was to use the virtual tool
mark generation technique to further test this assumption by a comparison of real marks made by
different screwdriver tips at the angles of 45, 60 and 85 degrees with respect to horizontal (6 x 2
x 3 = 36 real marks; two 45° marks were unavailable at the time of the study); and of virtual
marks made by the virtual screwdriver tool at every 5 degrees starting from 30 degrees with
respect to horizontal (30, 35, 40, …, 85, 90 degrees; 6 x 2 x 13 = 156 virtual marks).
Figures 32, 33, and 34 present sample known-match comparisons. “Known match” for this
study was defined as using the same tip side to generate both real and virtual marks. Figures 30,
35, and 36 present sample known non-match comparisons; known non-matches for this study
included marks made by different screwdrivers and different sides of the same screwdrivers.
Different sides of the same tip were included because the work of Chumbley et al. [2010]
supports the conclusion that different sides have unique marks. The known non-matches for this
study also included both non-matches and matches where the virtual mark was flipped relative to
the scan direction of the real mark; these were included to ensure that the algorithm was not
matching based upon identical class and/or subclass characteristics of the marks. In these figures,
the red upper mark is a virtual mark, and the blue lower mark is a cross-section from a real mark.
The T1 statistic values from the known matches in the study are shown in Figure 37 as a function
of angular comparison. The data is plotted as box plots, the boxes indicating where 50% of the
data falls with the spread of the outlying 25% at each end of the distribution shown as dashed
lines. As stated previously, when using a T1 statistic a value relatively close to 0 indicates that
there is essentially no evidence in the data to support a relationship between markings. Figure 37
shows that for pairs made from the same screwdriver tip edge, the virtual and real marks produce
the largest T1 values when they were made from an angle within 5 degrees. The T1 values drop
to 0 close to zero if the angle made the virtual marks and the angle made the real mark are far
apart. When the angles are at the matching angles, the T1 values are mostly larger than 2.5,
except a few outliers with T1 value below 2.5 where the match cases become non-matches.
In comparison, for known non-matches (Figure 38), the majority of the index T1 values
produced by the algorithm are near the 0 value (within ±2.5), indicating that there is essentially
no evidence in the data to support a relationship between markings.
Our preliminary studies found that for non-match cases and T1 values less than -2.5, most of
them have similar characteristics as shown in Figure 36. There was a large unusual structure at
the end of the virtual mark, making the Optimization step result in an incorrect “best fit”
location. We are still investigating the cause of these outliers and hopefully develop an
automated routine to handle the issue like the one shown in Figure 36.
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We also noticed that the higher the angle, the larger the variance of the T1 values for matches,
whilst no obvious disparities for non-matches. This might be caused by the fact that it is more
difficult to make the higher real marks by an examiner. Further study will also be conducted to
determine the causes of the differences between high and low angle marks for matching cases.
Combining all preliminary studies together, two hypotheses were clearly supported, although
there are minor issues worth further investigation.
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Figure 32: A known--match comp
parison betw
ween Tip 8B aat 45 degreees and Plate 8B-45.

parison betw
ween Tip 3A aat 85 degreees and Plate 3A-85.
Figure 33: A known--match comp
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Figure 34: A known--match comp
parison betw
ween Tip 4B aat 45 degreees and Plate 4B-45.

c
between Tipp 3B at 60 deegrees and P
Plate 8B-60.
Figure 35: A known non-match comparison
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c
of larrge negativee index T1 vaalues for nonn-match casees. There waas a
Figure 36: Possible causes
large unu
usual structu
ure at the end of the virtu
ual mark, maaking the Opptimization sstep result inn an
incorrectt “best fit” lo
ocation.
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(a)) Real markss made at 45 degrees

((b) Real marrks made at 60 degrees

(c)) Real markss made at 85 degrees
Figure 37: Box plotss showing T1
1 results wheen comparingg virtual maarks with reaal marks madde
from kno
own angleswith the samee screwdriverrs
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(aa) Real mark
ks made at 45
5 degrees

(b) Real maarks made att 60 degrees

(cc) Real mark
ks made at 85
5 degrees
Figure 38: Box plotss showing T1
1 results wheen comparingg real and vvirtual markss from differrent
screwdrivers (differeent sides of th
he tip or diffferent tips)
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IV. Conclusions
IV.1: Discussion of findings
This project has sought to answer the following question: Can a manipulative “virtual” tool be
made to generate “virtual marks” for quantitative and objective toolmark characterization? In
other words, can it be said that toolmarks obtained from a “virtual tool” yields characteristics that
are unique enough to that tool (and only that tool) to enable matching of the virtual toolmark to
actual toolmarks to allow an objective identification algorithm to be employed for identification
purposes? This question has definitely been answered in the affirmative for the population of
tools examined. The ability to discriminate between markings is based on a number of factors,
including:

1. The quality of the marking itself.
2. The ability to quantify the marking that exists.
3. The ability to truthfully generate 3D digital representation of the tools.
4. The ability to manage noise from an optical profilometer.
5. The ability to correctly generate the virtual markings from the virtual tool.
6. The manner in which the objective, automated routine is designed to operate.
The importance of having high quality markings and truthful 3D digital representation of tooltips
is supported by the objective results of the study. If high quality markings do exist and the virtual
markings are correctly produced from truthful 3D virtual tools, using suitable methods to
quantify the results and incorporating contextual information into the analysis of the data greatly
increase the ability of an automated routine to separate marks made from ostensibly identical
tools.
The virtual toolmark characterization technique heavily relies on truthfully scanning screwdriver
tips. Yet, optically scanning 3D screwdriver tips with high quality turned out to be a non-trivial
task due to high angles as well as surface specularity. Special care should be given to this step to
ensure “sufficient” quality 3D data obtained before using any software routines.
IV.2: Implications for policy and practice
Given that the tools examined in this study should have been as identical as possible to one
another implies that unique markers do exist for every tool manufactured by this company using
the tools currently employed for their manufacture. The question then becomes, of the factors
listed above, what elements must be addressed to yield a fully automated, objective result? If a
poor quality marking exists an unambiguous determination may be impossible. The level to
which the toolmark(s) must be examined then becomes a matter of question and this level was
not determined in this study. Certainly the level used in this study would appear sufficient if
contextual information is included. Finally, the exact manner in which the algorithm operates,
and the manner in which data is acquired, becomes a critical question.
IV.3: Implications for further research
Testing of the algorithm on other types of tool marks would be appropriate to determine the
applicability of the program to other marks. Currently, the algorithm is set up to evaluate striated
marks; whether this can be generalized to other marks is unknown.

Another area of research is the question concerning the cut-off values used to qualify a
comparison as either a match or nonmatch. The T1 values identified for the angles tested were
seen to vary. This is most likely related to the quality of the marking. Some quantitative
measure of mark quality could possibly be developed that would give an indication of when the
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results of a comparison are likely to be valid. Related to this, a study concerning the variance in
data would be of value. This would involve having multiple persons acquire data from the same
samples then employ the algorithm to see how the results compare between operators. This study
would yield valuable statistical information concerning algorithm performance and robustness.
Unlike a stylus profilometer that only generates one trace per scan, the optical profilometer
usually provides hundreds even thousands of traces per scan, making the size of data enormously
larger. For example, the size of each 3D scan used in this research is approximately 100 MB.
How to manage and store such 3D metadata would be a vital issue to handle. Therefore,
developing compression techniques (similar to 2D image compression techniques) for 3D data
would be of significant interest.
Finally, the software package developed uses module-based strategies, making it easier to change
some modules. The GUI was developed with Qt, and the programming language used was C++.
The software was developed and primarily tested on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. (Ubuntu is a very
popular Linux flavor.) It was also tested on Windows XP, Windows 7, and Mac OS X Snow
Leopard. Further testing on Mac OS is currently underway. The software was designed in such a
way that it can operate on mobile computers (e.g., a laptop) with standard hardware
configurations. A further study involving development of an all-mobile system for toolmark and
firearm examinations is of considerable interest. The intention of making this software package
free and open source once it matures could benefit the whole community at large.
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